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Key mechanism for learning and accountability

• Level of co-creation

• Specificity, relevance, ambition, fulfillment of commitment

• Environmental context
From commitment to action
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What can the Parliament do?
Champion of Open Government values

Sierra Leone: Promoting eligibility for OGP
Champion of Open Government values

Chile: Preparing the ground work for citizen involvement in the Lobby Law
Champion of Open Government values

El Salvador: Expansion and protection of civic space
Partner for environmental action

Georgia: Public consultation for environmental protection
Ensuring sustainability

Buenos Aires: Round table with all branches of government
Parliament as subject of reforms

Estonia: Crowdlaw system “Rahvakogu” and party reform
Conclusions: Different paths

• Enabling context
  – Elegibility
  – Civic space

• Oversight and budget for transparency of the Executive branch

• Action plans
  – Commitments
  – Separate chapter